Catalogue
Stay secure and compliant with
automated app update
notifications and packages

A list of most common business
applications - keeps reminding you
on updates and provides best
practice packages within 24 hours
after release.
Timely software update to the current version is
one of the key needs of a company's technical
support department. In order to keep
everything under control, you must either
subscribe to the update of each application on
the official website or carry out regular selftesting. Unfortunately, each of the options is
laborious and does not solve the problem
entirely.

BENEFITS TO
YOUR ORGANIZATION
Fast simple packages
Cost savings for standard
software packaging, if
you do not have specific
requirements for custom
packaging.

Update on time
The new version
available in the
Catalogue appears
within the first 24 hours
after the release, so you
do not lose time for a
long waiting.

Secured packages

Access to the catalogue will keep you notified
on new vendor releases and provide you with
the opportunity to download the packaged
version within 24 hours. All well-known formats
such as e.g. MSI or App-V are supported.

Each version of the
application and the
package undergoes a full
cycle of testing from our
specialists. It minimizes
the risks of installing a
malicious application on
your company's
computers.

Key Product Features
Top modern application
More than 150 of the most popular applications
are monitored by experts so that you do not miss
the r elease of the new version. As soon as the
announcement will be available on the official
website of the vendor, you will receive a
notification in the mail that the version is available
for download. At the same time, we also keep
previous versions of applications for you, which
means that you get full access to the version
database and can download and install the
previous one at any time.
Zero vulnerabilities
However, befor e providing vendor software, each
application is checked for viruses, so you do not
need to go through an independent testing phase,
so you can proceed directly to installation. Any
possibly found vendor vulnerabilities will also be
available for viewing.

Configure updates options
If the application has several update
branches, set the notification in such a way as
not to miss the release of each of them. In
addition, a flexible notification system allows
you to self-configure a person who is going to
be responsible for new versions of
applications and/or packages. Select only
those applications from the list that are used
in your company and the information about
which you want to receive.

Stay updated
A report about applications with their current
status and other additional information you
monitor are always available for downloading
in a convenient format.

Package updates
More than 30 popular applications will be available
for downloading as packages for installation within
the first 24 hours after the update. In the process
of packaging, the best projects are applied as well
as various most common technologies such as MSI
and App-V, based on 15 years of experience in the
field of software packaging.
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